My Loved Japan. Haiku

This is a collection of haiku poems, written to mourn the disastrous effects of the massive
2011 9.0-magnitude earthquake and terrible tsunami waves in Japan.The income the author
receives from the sales of this book, in its entirety, is donated to the Japanese Red Cross
Society.Clelia Ifrim, the author of this book, is an accomplished poet and novelist, and her
special gift as a haikuist has been acclaimed worldwide. In 1994 she was awarded a special
prize by Itoen New Haiku in Tokyo, and six years later (in 2000) she received the Jurys Prize
from the same organization.She was also awarded the First Prize of the KO magazine in
Nagoya in 2008.Two of her poems have been selected to be stored on the space module KIBO
(=hope) by JAXA - Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.Read this book and immerse
yourself in the universe of a very original thinker and artist, whose sensitivity fills every
readers heart with the subtlest music of words and ideas you have listened to in years.At the
same time, by buying this book you contribute to a very noble cause.
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The volume of haiku My Loved Japan by Clelia Ifrim (first appeared in as paperback at
Editura Universitara) was published as an eBook by eLiteratura in. These are just my personal
haiku definitions, so it's very likely you'll come . love but isn't alwaysâ€”haiku have specific
words you have to use. If your Haiku was not chosen for the magazine and video, please Love,
light, and healing Japan brothers and sisters In our angel hearts. A haiku is the world's shortest
poem consisting of just 17 syllables. This can be translated as: â€œUnfastening the cords /
Around my spring The Japanese love cherry blossoms; in the past, women used to order a
new.
23 quotes from Japanese Haiku (Japanese Haiku Series I): 'Arise from sleep, old cat,And with
great Amble out for love' You too must yowl with your love.
And meditation is a supernatural kind of love . Japanese Poem Haiku by MATSUO Basho
â€œSick on my journey, / Only my dreams will wander / These desolate.
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the book now, you must be get this book, because, we dont know while a book can be
available on torispelling.com. Take your time to learn how to download, and you will found
My Loved Japan. Haiku in torispelling.com!
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